
WE LEVERAGE THE POWER OF COLLECTIVE 
IMPACT TO END HOMELESSNESS IN L.A. COUNTY.

More than 66,000 people are 
experiencing homelessness in L.A. 
County right now. We’re on a mission to 
end this decades-long crisis for good.

Home For Good is a cross-sector initiative of United Way of Greater Los Angeles 
that unifies the community around a bold vision of ending homelessness in L.A. 
County, pioneers promising approaches, and coordinates across diverse, multi-
sector coalitions to scale the most transformative, equitable solutions. 

OUR MISSION

WHAT WE DO

We work across sectors to guide vision and strategy development, ground those 
strategies in sound data and evidence, increase system transparency and equity, 
and scale transformative solutions to end homelessness.

We create a unified vision

We invest private dollars to test bold innovations, evaluate their success and 
sustainability against specific goals and metrics, and leverage public dollars to 
bring the most effective solutions to scale.

We optimize public and private resources

We create inclusive spaces for public agencies, policymakers, private partners, 
funders, service providers, and people with lived experience to discuss and shape 
policies, practices, and progress against shared goals and metrics.

We convene experts and decision-makers

We work alongside multi-sector coalition partners and local communities to 
increase transparency about our shared progress and to advocate for new 
policies at the local, state, and federal levels that will drive transformative 
change across L.A. County.

We transform policies and systems



• Expanding access to health services 
• Responding to unsheltered homelessness
• Diversification and improvement of housing opportunities
• System capacity and infrastructure
• Scaling solutions for disproportionately impacted populations
• Resources amplification
• Responsive research

CURRENT PRIORITIES

We choose our initiatives by actively 
engaging with our diverse partners 
to identify unique opportunities 
for philanthropy to be involved in 
systemic improvements. 

• Raised and aligned more than $62 million in private funding 
and leveraged more than $5 billion in public resources 
to strengthen system capacity, spark innovation, improve 
service delivery, expand our housing pipeline, and create new 
dedicated housing resources for people experiencing chronic 
homelessness

• Increased housing and homelessness solutions by leading the 
campaigns to pass Measure H and Proposition HHH

• Facilitated the development of and funded the growth of the 
Coordinated Entry System (CES) which fundamentally changed 
the way we assess, prioritize, and match clients to housing 
resources across Los Angeles

• Supported the launch and development of the Homelessness 
Policy Research Institute, which established a more responsive, 
co-designed research approach and has become the lead 
facilitator for local homelessness and housing research

OUR IMPACT

Home For Good has built a 
reputation as a trailblazer that 
convenes uncommon partnerships 
and sets the stage for transformative 
change. Here is some of our impact:

“The visionary leadership provided by Home For Good has resulted in thousands of 
lives being saved, thousands of life-changing jobs being created, countless smiles and 

restoration of hope in people’s eyes, and a path forward to work in a manner in which we 
really believe that we can functionally end homelessness in our County.” 

Veronica Lewis
Director of Homeless Outreach Program Integrated Care 
System (HOPICS), a division of Special Service for Groups

To learn more about Home For Good, visit homeforgoodla.org.
For inquiries, please email homeforgood@unitedwayla.org.


